
Fast turnaround. A wide range of
products. Full service solutions – that’s
what keeps Maines Paper and Food
Service, Inc. at the top of their game and
9th largest among food distributors
nationally. This family owned business,
founded in 1919, now employs more than
850 people and averages over $500 million
in sales annually - serving restaurants,
hospitals, schools, universities, and
businesses throughout the East Coast. And
their commitment to quality products and
customer service remains a priority.

“Whether they're a small family-owned
restaurant or a large institution, our
customers rely on us to provide high
quality products just-in-time,” said David
Maines, Executive Vice President. "We
stock over 16,000 items with more than 12
categories of food including dry goods,

frozen, produce, dairy, cooler, chemical,
fresh meat, and seafood."

Two years ago Bill Maines, Executive
Vice President, and David Maines formed
a senior management team to evaluate and
reengineer their distribution process. "New
accounts, expanding product lines, and
increasing SKU's had forced us to use off-
site storage in first one, then a second
warehouse, and eventually to add public
storage at two local companies to keep up
with demand," said Bill Maines.

The team recommended building a
new distribution center consolidating
Maines' multiple sites, five in all, into a
state-of-the-art facility and  incorporating
industry leading technology and equip-
ment.   

"Consolidating our warehouses wouldC A S E  S T U D Y

“Our distribution center
virtually never shuts down, with
receiving and order selection
occurring 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.”

PARTNERING FOR FULL SERVICE SOLUTIONS

Industry Leading Technology and
Equipment.
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reduce management requirements, time
delays for product deliveries, and multiple
handling of pallets, up to three times, from
warehouse to warehouse," said Bill
Maines. "Equally important, we needed
equipment and partners that could deliver
consistently and reliably, after the sale. We
counted on Raymond to provide the right
solution, price, and performance to keep
our distribution center up and running."

The local Raymond Dealer, Pengate
Handling Systems, assisted in the layout
of the new 300,000 square foot distribution
center. The new warehouse features 49
aisles with storage towering up to 11 levels
high, and includes pushback and drive-in
racking as well as a very narrow aisle
storage area for replenishment stock.
Other new equipment included 52 dock
doors, a new inventory management
system, two-stage lighting, and Raymond®

forklifts.

The Raymond Dealer ran computer
simulations to determine how many
vehicles would be required to support the
new system.  The results? A fleet of new
Raymond equipment consisting of (70)
pallet trucks (55 with long-john forks for
orderpicking), (5) model 537 EASi™ Swing-

Reach® trucks, (17) EASi reach trucks, and
(2) EASi orderpickers. And, with an on-site
maintenance area staffed full-time by a
Pengate service technician, Maines opted
for Raymond’s Comprehensive Fixed-Price
Maintenance program to help keep costs
low and predictable.

“With over 100 operators, Maines
employs two full-time certified trainers to
implement the Raymond Safety On The
Move® program,” said Tom Kurzepa,
Director of Warehousing at Maines.
"Raymond has a good safety program and
works hand-in-hand with customers to
help ensure they meet the new OSHA
requirements for forklift training."  

" We feel we made the right choice
selecting Raymond and our local dealer—
suppliers with the experience and
technology to provide full-service
solutions," said Bill Maines.

“With 3 shifts and
over 100 operators,
safety is important

in an operation this
large,” said Tom

Kurzepa.

“The new distribution center has
improved inventory accuracy,
enhanced customer satisfaction,
and increased productivity. In order
to accomplish these objectives,
however, we needed to partner
with experienced vendors who
could bring us the latest in
technology and systems."

-Bill Maines-
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“We needed equipment and partners
that could deliver consistently and reliably.”


